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summary

Sound reproduction through loudspeakers usually results, apart from the
linear response, in distortion products caused by non-linearities in the
system. One way of eliminating these non-linearities is by predistorting
the electric input signal with the inverse distortion. A method for cal
culating distortion functions and their inverse is described for the domi
nant non-linearities in a moving coil loudspeaker. Model outputs,
achieved in two different ways, are compared with distortion measurements
of a woofer loudspeaker. Good agreement is found for harmonic distortion,
comparison between intermodulation products and model predictions is
promising with regard to inversion prospects.
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2.0 Introduction

2.1 Modell i ng

A loudspeaker lumped-parameter model contains an electric. a mechanical
and an acoustic part. We restrict our interest to electrodynamic types
employing a voice-coil in the frequency range in which no cone break-up
occurs. Neglecting the influence of the acoustic part we find the loud
speaker analogy of fig. 1. For the mechanical part we use in this case the
mobility analogon. as defined by Beranek (1954).

+

E

Bl

Fig. 1. Electric analogy of a linear loudspeaker model.

The linear differential equation. describing the relation between loud
speaker cone displacement and electric voltage stems from the following
set of equations

F = B1.i C2.1>

U = B1.v C2.2)

-E + i • Re + Cd/dUCle. i) + U = 0 C2.3)

F = m.a + Rm.v + k.x C2.4)

v = dx/dt. a = dv/dt C2.5.2.6)

Apart from such wellknown mechanical and electric variables like x for
displacement. cone speed v. acceleration a. electric voltage E. current i
and force F we find constants. representing element values of the loud
speaker. le and Re represent the electric quantities for selfinduction and
resistance of the voice-coil. while k is the springconstant. m the moving
mass and Rm the mechanical resistance. Bl represents the product of mag
netic inductance times effective coillength. We find for the resulting
linear differential equation

Bl.E = xCk.Re)+xCB12+Re.Rm+k.le)+xCRm.le+m.Re)+xCm.le) C2.7)
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The influence of Re and Le di sappears if we replace E wi th a current
source i (fig. 2) and obtain the much simpler equation

i.Bl = m.x + Rm.x + k.x (2.8)

We are in fact much more interested in the cone acceleration a=d 2 x/dt 2 ,

since it is directly proportinal to sound pressure level (Beranek, 1954,
p.188 and Kaizer, 1977), but for simplicity the equations have been writ
ten in displacement (x) form.

u

Bl 1

Fig. 2. Current driven loudspeaker: linear model

2.2 Distortion

Both ways of driving this ideal movi~g-coil loudspeaker will result in
undistorted sound waves, that is, if we refrain from inherent distortion.
These are for instance the non-linear relation between pressure and com
pression of the air and the so-called Doppler distortion, which is due to
moving by lower frequencies of the source of higher frequencies. Both dis
tortions remain far under 1 ~ of the total output in most practical situ
ations - see Bronkhorst (1955) respectively Van Wulfften Palthe (1973).
Hon-inherent distortions arise from the non-linear behaviour of several
elements in the loudspeaker. The most prominent sources are the selfinduc
tance Le, the effective magnetic induction times coillength Bl and the
springconstant k (Ueno et. aI, 1983, Kaizer, 1982)
It is clear, that in this case too the current drive will lead to a far
simpler non-linear differential equation than the voltage drive: Le only
influences the voltage drive. Both equations can be derived if we approxi
mate k, Le and Bl with the first three terms of their power series in dis
placement x, resulting in a linear solution part together with the most
dominant distortion parts.
We wri te

Bl := Bl + b1.x + b2.xz

k := k + kl.x + k2.x 2

(2.9)

(2.10)



le := le + ll.x + 12.xz
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(2.11>

The approximations so far and the resulting differential equations con
tain only linear, second and third order terms, first of all because all
higher order products have been left out, second because these lower order
distorting terms are by far the most dominant ones in practice.
Calculations will focus on the voltage drive. The current drive will be
used to exemplify certain properties of the modelling techniques employed
here. The voltage drive case is a definitely better approximation of
practical situations.
Combining (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) now yields

(2.12)

In the followi ng we di scard terms that conta in products of x (or its
derivatives) of order four and up. The differential equation describing
the Eg-x relation, resulting from (2.7) and (2.9) to (2.11), then becomes:

Eg = alpha.x+beta.x+gamma.x+delta.x+

+ a.Eg.x + bx z + cxx + dxx + exx + fx z + 9X~+

(2.13)

where alpha, beta, gamma and delta depend on principal loudspeaker parame
ters, resulting in the linear part of the equation. The factors a to g
depend on loudspeaker parameters as well as distortion coefficients and
lead to second order distortion, while A to G yield their third order
counterpart. To avoid confusion the generator or driving voltage is
denoted here by Eg.
Appendix A contains a glossary of symbols.
Both differential equations cannot be solved analytically.

2.3 Synthesis

Solutions of non-linear differential equations can be approximated with
several mathematical techniques. A solution of the loudspeaker equation
may be used in an electronic (hardware) or software simulation model, the
output of whi ch can be compared wi th the actual speaker output. Thi s
yields a check for the validity of the actual model.
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2.4 Inverse circuit

Having an approximate solution for the differential equation and knowing
its accuracy to be sufficient we get even closer to the ultimate goal of
describing loudspeaker distortion. We then can try to obtain the system
functions of a predistorting amplifier such that. with the linear part of
the loudspeaker response left unaffected. the distortion is cancelled.
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3.0 Approximation techniques

3.1 Introduction

Solving non-linear differential equations analytically usually is impos
sible. We will discuss here three quasi-analytical approximations: the
perturbation method. an approach using Volterra functional theory. com
bined with multidimensional Laplace transforms and a method using random
Gaussian input signals.

3.2 Perturbation method

If we suppose the non-linearities involved to be small compared to the
linear parts of equation and solution. the following approximation (cf.
Jordan et. al. 1979. p. 124) may converge rapidly. Let the differential
equation be of the form

F(x) + epsilon.G(x) = Eg (3.1)

where F(x) is a linear differential equation in the variable x and its
derivatives in time. say t. G(x) is the non-linear part. Now suppose

x(t) = xO(t)+epsilon.xl(t)+epsilon 2 .x2(t)+ •.• (3.2)

In both equations epsilon is a small non-zero constant.
We are interested in the behaviour of (3.1) for varying epsilon including
epsilon=O. thus finding x=xO(t) to be the solution of the linear equation
F(x)=Eg. Substituting (3.2) and rearranging yields a set of coefficient
equations of different powers of epsilon. which have to be fullfilled sim
ultaneously.
We will find that in the case of the aforementioned differential equations
a linearisation towards the already known linear differential equation
results.
Using the current drive equation (2.12) to illustrate this. we rewrite it
in the (3.1) sense. finding

mx+Rm.x+kx+epsilon(kl.x 2 +k2.x 3 -bl.i.x-b2.i.x2 ) = Bl.i (3.3)

Now substituting (3.2) we find for the coefficient equations of epsilon of
powers zero. one and two respectively
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m.xO+Rm.xO+k.xO = Bl.i,

m.xl+Rm.xl+k.xl = bl.i.xO+b2.i.x0 2 -kl.x0 2 -k2.x0 3

m.x2+Rm.x2+k.x2 = bl.i.xl+2.b2.i.xO.x1 2 +

-2.kl.xO.xl-3.k2.x0 2 .xl.

and

Except for the linear case this gives no direct insight into the system
behaviour without knowing the input signal. Extending the solution to xl
and x2 also has the disadvantage of simultaneously adding second and third
order distortion components - these cannot be obtained successively by
increasing the number of approximations. A third drawback follows imme
diately from the second: the inverse distortion function cancelling lower
order distortion parts cannot be derived easily, if at all.

3.3 Volterra functionals

Many non-linear, time-invariant, source-free and unambiguous system out
puts can be written in a convergent Volterra series expansion (Butterweck,
1967; Barrett, 1976; Schetzen, 1980) 1)

m
y(t)=1 hl(tau).x(t-tau).dtau+

o
~ ~

+1 1 h2(taul,tau2).x(t-taul).x(t-tau2).dtaul.dtau2+
o 0
~ ~ ~

+1 I 1 h3(taul,tau2,tau3).x(t-taul).x(t-tau2).
000

.x(t-tau3).dtaul.dtau2.dtau3+ .. (3.7)

where x(t) is the system input at time t.
The hi's are the impulse responses of the considered system for one, two,
three etc. impulses respectively, shifted in time with respect to each
other. This approach describes dispersive (i.e. fre~uency dependent or
non-zero-memory) non-linearities by means of the integrations over time
of these impulse responses. The zero-memory non-linearities form a spe
cial sub-class: the hi's then become impulses or Dirac-functions them
selves, degrading the functional series to a power series. This power
series cannot form an ade~uate description for the non-linearities in a
model of the type we try to develop here. Butterweck (1967, ch. 4) gives
some striking examples of the shortcomings of a non-dispersive approach.
Without loss of generality we assume the kernels hi to be symmetric. as
this fact renders the expressions unambiguously (cf. Butterweck, 1967).

1) The symbol I is used as the integration symbol throughout this report.
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From these impulse responses we can derive the also symmetric 'sys
tem-functions' Hi by multidimensional Laplace transforms

jq>
H1(p)=! h1(t)exp[-p.tldt ,

o
jco jell

H2(p1,p2)=1 I h2(t1,t2)exp[-(p1.t1+p2.t2)ldt1.dt2 and
o 0

jeD jcP jeD
H3(p1,p2,p3)=1 I I h3(t1,t2,t3).

000
.exp[-(p1.t1+p2.t2+p3.t3)ldt1.dt2.dt3.

If we dri ve the system wi th

x(t) = exp[p1.tl+exp[p2.tl+exp[p3.tl

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

0.1l>

then the amplitudes in the system response y(t) of exp[p1.tl,
exp[(p1+p2)tl and exp[(p1+p2+p3)tl are the system-functions (3.8), (3.9)
and (3.10) respectively, or multiples thereof, corresponding to the num
ber of permutations of the p's in the exponent. This last notion is due to
the fact of the Volterra kernels being symmetric.
The onedimensional Laplace transform of y(t) is called Y(p), that of x(t)
is X(p). The relation between these two and the system-functions is

Y(p) = H1(p).X(p)+A{H2(p1,p2).X(p1).X(p2)}+

+AZ{H3(p1,p2,p3).X(p1).X(p2).X(p3)} (3.12)

in which the processes A{.) is called 'contraction' or 'association of
variables', with

jq)
G(p) = A{G(p1,p2» = (2ft"j)~1 I G(s,p-s)ds

o
(3.13)

AZL} signifies the same operation carried out twice.
George (1959), Lubbock and Bansal (1969), Chen and Chiu (1973), Koh (1974)
and Barrett (1976) give tables and rules for the association of variables
for certain classes of functions, without computing the actual complex
integrations implicated by the contraction formula (3.12). One specific
property appears very useful here, which Chen and Chiu (1973) call 'real
convolution theorem':

A{F(p1+p2).G(p1,p2» = F(p).A{G(p1,p2)} n.l')
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The same holds for the double contraction operator A2{ .. }. This is easily
proved from the fact of both operators being integrals. Derivation and
proof can be found in Appendix B.

3.4 Inverted system-functions

To reduce distortion we can use some kind of inverted system-functions.
We will show two approaches here: a rather conventional inversion and a
more pragmatic distortion-inversion aimed at the specific problem at
hand. Define the inverse system-functions Gi(pl, .. ,pi) by

X(p) = Gl(p).Y(p)+A{G2(pl,p2).Y(pl).Y(p2)}+

+A2{G3(pl,p2,p3).Y(pl).Y(p2).Y(p3)}+ .. (3.15)

Hote, that since we only use the first three system-functions, a
restriction to distortion of second and third order is implied.
Substituting (3.12) into (3.14) yields, for the linear and second order
products only

X(p) = Gl(p).Y(p)+A{G2(pl,p2).Y(pl).Y(p2)}

= Gl(p).[Hl(p).X(p)+A{H2(pl,p2).X(pl).X(p2)}]+

+ A{G2(pl,p2).Hl(pl).X(pl).Hl(p2).X(p2)}

= Gl(p).Hl(p).X(p)+

+A{(Gl(pl+p2).H2(pl,p2)+

+G2(pl,p2).Hl(pl).Hl(p2».X(pl).X(p2)} <3.16)

Requiring equality for all possible values of X(p), we find simultaneously

GUp) = l.IHUp)

which is the usual linear inverse and

G2(pl,p2) = -H2(pl,p2)/{(Hl(pl)Hl(p2)Hl(pl+p2»}.

Similarly one can find

(3.17>

(3.18)

G3(pl,p2,p3) = -H3(pl,p2,p3)/{Hl(pl)Hl(p2)Hl(p3)Hl(pl+p2+p3)} (3.19)
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In cases where H1Cp) has more poles than zeros, which is the case with
bandpass loudspeakers, we see that this would cause G2 or G3 to have more
zeros than poles in either pi, p2 or p3 and this then implies
non-realizable functions just like in the linear case Ccf. Butterweck,
1967). To avoid this we can define a predistorting amplifier by

ZCp) = K1Cp).XCp)+A{K2Cp1,p2).XCp1).XCp2)}+

C3.20)

XCp) is the laplace transform of the system input, ZCp) is the amplifier
output Cand the speaker input), while KiCp, .. ) are the amplifier sys
tem-functions CFig. 3).

/
K1.2.3

I I
Xlp) I ZIp) IH1.2.3 YIp)

\
Fig. 3. loudspeaker with predistorting amplifier.

The ultimate goal is a distortion-free loudspeaker, so the preferred
response should be

YCp) = H1Cp).XCp)

From C3.12) we know that this response can be written in the form

C3.21>
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Y(p) = Hl(p).Kl(p).X(p)+

+ Hl(p).A{K2(pl,p2).X(pl).X(p2)}+

+ A{H2(pl,p2).Kl(pl).X(pl).Kl(p2).X(p2)}+

+ Hl(p).A2{K3(pl,p2,p3).X(pl).X(p2).X(p3)}+

+ A2{H3(pl,p2,p3).Kl(pl).X(pl).

.Kl(p2).X(p2).Kl(p3).X(p3)} (3.22 )

Requiring equality of equations (3.21) and (3.22) for all X(p) and apply
ing relation (3.14) yields

Kl(p) = 1

K2(pl,p2) = -H2(pl,p2)/Hl(pl+p2)

K3(pl,p2,p3) = -H3(pl,p2,p3)/Hl(pl+p2+p3)

(3.23)

(3.24 )

(3.25)

Here too the solution is restricted to products of order up to three.
A relevant discussion as to sufficient and necessary conditions concern
ing realizability and stability of the last set of functions goes beyond
the scope of this investigation. The equations (3.23) to (3.25) do indeed
loke more promising than the 'usual' inverses (3.17) to (3.19) obtained
before, but in this report we will only judge the realizability and sta
bility of the actually obtained functions.

3.5 Synthesis of second order non-linear system-functions

Modelling a non-linear system-function can be proved possible by memory
less non-linear elements and linear, frequency dependent or
non-zero-memory ones (Butterweck (1967) and Smets (1960».
Ifwewrite

F(pl,p2) = Kl(pl).KI(p2).K2(pl+p2) (3.26)
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thQn ButtQrwQck proves that this systQm may bQ synthQsisQd with thQ 1inQar
K1Cp) folloWQd by a squaring dQvicQ, followed by thQ linQar K2Cp) - SQQ
fig. 4.

Fig. 4. SynthQsis of 2C!).K1Cp1).K1Cp2).K2Cp1+p2)

Any of the sQcond ordQr system-functions which we will mQQt can QithQr bQ
implQmQntQd this way or this way supplQmQntQd with a parallQl systQm con
taining an instantQnQous multipliQr with diffQrQnt inputs, for functions
which may not bQ writtQn in thQ C3.26) way - SQQ fig. 5.

d ~Ipl ~

Fig. 5. SynthQsis of {K1Cp1)+K1Cp2)}.K2Cp1+p2)

In thQ synthQsi s we do not carQ about pract i cal problQms 1 i kQ, for
instancQ, thQ difficultiQS arising when implQmQnting a diffQrQntiator
with rQgard to noisQ and stability. Avoiding thQSQ diffQrentiators and
relatQd problQms would only POSQ implQmQntation difficultiQS - here we arQ
concQrnQd with modQlling only.

3.6 Synthesis of third ordQr non-linQar systQm-functions

SQcond order attainments can Qasily bQ QxtQnded to third order systQms.
Functions likQ

FCp1,p2,p3) = K1Cp1).K1Cp2).K1Cp3).K2Cp1,p2,p3) (3.27 )
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can be realized with e double multiplier with 3 equal inputs, preceded by
a linear circuit Kl(p) and followed by a linear system K2(p), cf. fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Third order synthesis with instantenuous
non-linearity (multiplier) with equal inputs.

Functions of the form

F(pl,p2,p3) = (Kl(pl)+Kl(p2)+Kl(p3)}.K2(pl+p2+p3) (3.28)

cen be realized by applying KHp) to only one of either three of the
inputs of the double multiplier, the other ones being equal as depicted in
fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Three way multiplier with two equal inputs, realis
ing {Kl(pl)+Kl(p2)+Kl(p3)}.K2(p1+p2+p3)

The remaInIng set of possible third order non-linear functions must be
implemented with three different inputs. All three types of realization
will be encountered in the actual modelling in the next chapter.

3.7 Random input signals

Of a system, driven with a random, Gaussian input signal, Barrett and Coa
les (1956) show, that the output can be written in the form
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CJJ

f(x) = SUM c
ll

.sigma" .He.,(x/sigma)/n!
n=1

(3.29)

where x is the random input signal withx=O and xZ=sigma z . The He",are the
Hermite polynomials of order n. defined by

<3.30)

For the coefficients c~(x) we find

(3.31>

The reason for mentioning this approach here is that successive terms in
the (3.29) series are orthogonal: having computed i terms, the approxi
mation can be improved by computing the next. neither changing any previ
ous terms nor influenced by it.
The main disadvantage of this method is seen from (3.31): the series coef
ficients depend on output statistics. It is thus impossible to obtain sys
tem information without referring to specific input peculiarities: no way
to compute the response to analytic signals can be derived.

3.8 Conclusions from the theory

Of the quasi-analytical differential equation solving methods investi
gated, the Volterra/laplace approach proved most promising in the light of
the posed questions. especially because of the ease of modelling and
inverting. It will therefore be used throughout the remaining parts of
this report.

1) SUM is used here as the summat i on symbol
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4.0 Voltage drive

4.1 Loudspeaker model system-functions

In this section we maintain the coefficient coding of section 2.2 and
appendix A. We there found as the differential equation for the voltage
driven loudspeaker

Eg =alpha.x+beta.x+gamma.x+delta.x+

+ a.Eg.x+bxz+cxx+dxx+exx+fxz+gxx+

We assume the input voltage to be of the form

Eg = exp[p1.tl+exp[p2.tl+exp[p3.tl,

C2.13)

C4.1)

while the cone excursion Cneglecting higher order terms) should be

xCt) = q1Cp1).exp[p1.tl+q1Cp2).exp[p2.tl+q1Cp3).exp[p3.tl+

+ q2Cpl,p2).exp[Cp1+p2)tl+q2Cp1,p3).exp[Cp1+p3)tl+

+ q2Cp2,p3).exp[Cp2+p3)tl+q3Cp1,p2,p3).exp[Cp1+p2+p3)tl C4.2)

Substitution of these expressions in the differential equation C2.13)
then leads to

q1 = 1/Ca1pha+beta.p1+gamma.p1 2 +delta.p1 3 )

H1Cp1) = p1 z .qICp1).

and C4.3)

C4.4)

The system-function for acceleration versus input voltage of course is
obtained via differentiating the excursion one twice with respect to time.
The second order distortion function is obtained in a similar way:
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q2 = -ql(pl+p2).ql(pl).ql(p2).{2(a.alpha+b)+(a.beta+c)(pl+p2)+

+(a.gamma+d)(pl+p2)Z+(a.delta+e)(pl+p2)3+

-pl.p2[2(a.gamma+d)-f+(3(a.delta+e)-g)(pl+p2)]). (4.5)

q2 thus signifies the total cone excursion 'output', but we are interested
in the system-function H2(pl,p2) with respect to the cone acceleration.
The number of permutations is two: q2(pl,p2)=q2(p2,pl) and from displace
ment to acceleration is a double differentiation with respect to time. We
find

H2(pl,p2) = (pl+p2)z.q2(pl+p2)/2 (4.6)

The third order distortion products are even more formidable if completely
written out. Here too we will try to systematically reduce the size of the
formulas by stepwise defining new variables for still larger parts. One
of the reasons for this (exponential) growth of the expressions with order
is the role the lower order parts play when interacting: quantitative
experimenting with realistic parameter values' shows that products con
taining 'double distortion' terms like bl.kl or liZ in no stage of formula
development can be ignored. So not only do we find terms containing b2,
k2 and 12 in the final expression for the third order system-function
H3(pl,p2,p3), but also terms proportional with bIZ, kl.ll etc. This
stresses the notion of paragraph 3.7 concerning orthogonality: the Vol
terra terms are definitely not orthogonal. To calculate the third order
terms, we again take the the complete differential equation (2.13) and
separate the third order parts with argument pl+p2+p3 term by term. The
only term not containing a third order part is Eg. We remain with

o = alpha.x+beta.x+gamma.x+delta.x+

(4.7)

where all terms contain but third order products of the form
P(pl,p2,p3).exp[(pl+p2+p3)t].
If we write

ZI = ql(pl).q2(p2,p3),

Z2 = ql(p2).q2(pl,p3),

Z3 = ql(p3).q2(pl,p2) and

Z4 = ql(pl).ql(p2).ql(p3)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)
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then we find the next set of 'definitions', still to be taken together:

alpha.x+beta.x+gamma.x+delta.x = q3(pl,p2,p3)/ql(pl+p2+p3)

yl := a.Eg.x = a[q2(pl,p2)+q2(pl,p3)+q2(p2,p3)]

y2 := b.x z = 2.b(Zl+Z2+Z3)

y3 := C.X.x = c(pl+p2+p3)(Zl+Z2+Z3)

y4 := d.x.x = d(plz+p2 z +p3 Z)(Zl+Z2+Z3)+

+ 2.d(p2.p3.Zl+pl.p3.Z2+pl.p2.Z3)

y5 := e. x .ox' = e(p13+ p2 3+p3 3 )(Zl+Z2+Z3)+

+ 3.e[p2.p3(p2+p3).Zl+pl.p3(pl+p3).Z2+pl.p2(pl+p2).Z3]

y6 := f.x z = 2.f[pl(p2+p3).Zl+p2(pl+p3).Z2+p3(pl+p2).Z3]

y7 := g.x.x = g[pl(pl.p2+pl.p3+2.p2.p3+p2 z +p3 Z).Zl+

+p2(pl.p2+p2.p3+2.pl.p3+plZ+p3 Z).Z2+

+p3(pl.p3+p2.p3+2.pl.p2+plZ+p2 Z).Z3]

Yl := A.Eg.x z =2.A[ql(pl).ql(p2)+ql(pl).ql(p3)+ql(p2).ql(p3)]

Y2 := 8.x3 = 6.8.Z4

Y3 := C.xz.x = 2.C(pl+p2+p3).Z4

Y4 .- D. x Z. X = 2.D(plz+p2 z +p3 Z).Z4.-

Y5 := E.xz.x = 2.E(p13+ p 2 3+p3 3 ).Z4

Y6 : - F.x.xz = 2.F(pl.p2+pl.p3+p2.p3).Z4

Y7 := G.x.x.x = G[plZ(p2+p3)+p2 Z(pl+p3)+p3 Z(pl+p2)].Z4

Just like

q3(pl,p2,p3) = -ql(pl+p2+p3)[yl+y2+y3+y4+y5+y6+y7+

+Yl+Y2+Y3+Y4+Y5+Y6+Y7]

the system-function becomes

(4.12)
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7
H3(pl.p2.p3) = -ql(pl+p2+p3).(pl+p2+p3)z.[SUM (yi+Yi)]~6

i=1

4.2 Inverse distortion functions

(4.13)

Using the system-functions found in the section above together with the
formulae of section 3.4. we find for the distortion inversion expressions

Kl(pl) = 1 (4.14)

K2(pl.p2) = -H2(pl.p2)~Hl(pl+p2)

= -[(pl+p2)z.q2(pl.p2)~2]~[(pl+p2)z.ql(pl+p2)]

= -q2(pl.p2)~[2.ql(pl+p2)]

= ql(pl).ql(p2){2(a.alpha+b)+(a.beta+c)(pl+p2)+

+(a.gamma+d)(pl+p2)Z+(a.delta+e)(pl+p2)J+

-pl.p2[2(a.gamma+d)-f+(3(a.delta+e)-g)(pl+p2)]}

K3(pl.p2.p3) = -H3(pl.p2.p3)~Hl(pl+p2+p3)

= -{-ql(pl+p2+p3).(pl+p2+p3)z.
7

.[SUM(yi+Yi)]/6}/[(pl+p2+p3)z.ql(pl+p2+p3)]
i=1

7
= [SUM(yi+Yi)]/6

i=1

(4.15)

(4.16)

Using K2 as an example. we see that from this method an inverse distortion
function. expressed in terms of known or measurable loudspeaker parame
ters is indeed obtained easily: the schematic diagram of fig. 8.
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-[2(0 .gamma+ d)-f]

a.alpha+ b

a.delta+e

Fig. 8. Model of second order distortion inverter. realised
with instantenuous multipliers and linear elements.

A similar scheme could have been drawn for K3. except that it would have
taken up 2 or 3 complete pages. It is clear however. that it can be done.
it poses no extra questions but those of sheer architectural complexity.
Remains to be checked whether this theory can be brought in accordance
with measured cone-acceleration or SPL (sound pressure level) data.
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5.0 Network simulation

5.1 Introduction

The Volterra approach up to now looks most promlslng in the light of the
chosen model. The actual calculation of the differential equations, sys
tem-functions and responses requires quite some calculations. To check
both model and calculations a somewhat different approach is used.
Claasen (1973) gives a network analysis treatment based upon orthogonal
Kirchhoff modes, described earlier by Butterweck (1972), to calculate the
linear response of a system driven by sinusoids. By introducing extra
sources in the network the responses of higher order, like harmonic and
intermodulation products, can be calculated. The method is completely
compatible with the one described before, since element values are rede
fined for each different frequency, i.e. of each element system-functions
are calculated relating currents and voltages in the
laplace-transform-way of the Vol terra method of the previ ous chapters.
Voltages and currents in the network, that must be defined by an oriented
graph, can then be calculated per frequency.
The method is implicated in an Algol computer program (Claasen et. aI,
1973a,bL To suit future users, all necessary input modalities are
described here, the actual speaker model serving as enlightening example.
A complete, working input-file and part of the resulting output-file, as
obtai ned wi th the most recent versi ons of the program on the Phi lips
Research lab. computer system (IBM), are given in the third appendix (C).

5.2 linear network elements

Network sources and elements can be combined in a general branch, depicted
in fig. 9.

+... .

'-- •_CD_VJ...:k;:....._......

Fig. 9. General branch in network model program
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Sources supply energy to the network, therefore their v-i relations are
defined opposite to the passive element definitions, which are energy
absorbers. We employ resi stors, coi Is and capaci tors as usual network
parts, but inductances with unit value are used as differentiators also,
while capacitances serve for integrating:

v = L.dil'dt (with L=1>

(wi th C=1>

(5.1>

(5.2)

The only kind of twoport used will be the impedance type: so all elements
are 'current controlled' and can be driven by controlled current sources 
any current source may be defined directly depending on any other branch
current or voltage. In two cases (back e.m.f. U and the voltage across
Le) in the actual model a controlled voltage source is employed.

5.3 Hon-linear elements

Hon-linear elements can best be characterised by their defining equations
taken from Claasen et.al. (1973 b):

(5.3)

Ll, L2 and L3 are the first three Taylor coefficients of flux vs. current.
Simi lady

= dl'dt (Cl.v+C2.v 2 1'2!+C3.v 31'3!) (5.4)

(5.5)

Hon-linear twoports can be used to realise non-linearities of a mixed
kind: element voltages non-linearly depending on two different driving
currents or more by serially employing more non-linear twoports via con
trolled sources. Again we illustrate with a defrning example.
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vi =ZII.il+ZI2.i2+

+ZIII.iI 2 /2!+ZI12.il.i2+Z121.il.i2+Z122.i2 2 /2!+

+ZIIII.iI 3 /3!+ZII12.iI 2 .i2/2!+ZI121.il.i2.il/2!+ZI122.il.i2 2 /2!+

+ZI211.i2.iI 2 /2!+ZI212.i2.il.i2/2!+ZI221.i2 2 .il/2!+ZI222.i 3 /3!

(5.6)

v2 =Z21.il+Z22.i2+

+Z211.iI 2 /2!+Z212.il.i2+Z221.il.i2+Z222.i2 2 /2!+

+Z2111.iI 3 /3!+Z2112.iI 2 .i2/2!+Z2121.il.i2.il/2!+Z2122.il.i22 /2!+

+Z2211.i2.iI 2 /2!+Z2212.i2.il.i2/2!+Z2221.i2 2 .il/2!+Z2222.i 3 /3!

(5.7)

Coefficients of permutations of currents within an expression must be of
equal value, since the program needs these values for the different fre
quenci es suppl i ed by the respect i ve sources: as the impedance coeffi
cients have to be given in a prescribed order (the one above), the same
current 'name' in each following case stands in fact for a parallelly
switched current source of different frequency, known by its place in the
sequence. This does not exclude the possibility of frequency dependent
twoport parameters, there is a possibilty for that given in the program.
The twoport meant here is supposed to be frequency independent, so we have
to define the corresponding coefficients equal. Most frequency dependen
cies - in our case all - can be realised in the external circuitry of the
specific port. Other twoports, like admittance, hybrid or scattering
types are also possible, but here we prefer to stay with one kind only:
current driven or impedance type.
Except for the double or triple input voltage, needed for intermodulation
distortion calculations, branches are defined with just one non-zero ele
ment.

5.4 Network of loudspeaker model

The actual network we use, consi sts of the two parts whi ch have been
described in the introducing chapter, together with some circuits we might
call 'slaver-networks. As the network is based upon the mobility analogon
of the introductory chapter, it is thus based upon the corresponding dif
ferential equations (2.3) and (2.4). Some of the terms in these relations
however cannot be generated as simple, one-element non-linearities. Th~t

is why we made use of 'slave'-networks or subcircuits to generatc~ t!'~c,e

more complex voltages or currents in the electric analogon and in·,'od'.. ~ed
these as controlled sources in the main network parts (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Network model of a loudspeaker including dis
tortion.

All branches carry numbers corresponding to those used in the defining
input-file of the program - cf. Appendix C. Branch 1 containes the input
source (or sources of up to 3 frequencies). The second branch is a con
trolled voltage source, supplying v(le), the voltage across the loud
speaker self-induction. It is generated partly in the twoport
slave-circuit, partly in the differentiating circuit of branches 19 and
20. Branch 3 contains the electric resistance Re and branch 4 supplies the
model part, simulating the feedback of the mechanical part to the electric
circuit by means of the back e.m.f. U, generated in the slave-circuit of
branches 11 and 12.
The second, main circuit realises the mobility analogon part of the loud
speaker model, simulating the mechanical behaviour. Here the source of
branch 5 stands for the driving force F=Bl.i. The capacity 6 simulates
the moving mass m, conductance 7 denotes the damping part of the mechan
ical circuit: Rm 1. Branch 8 contains the 'spring'-force Fk, generated in
the slave-circuit of branches 17 and 18.
The voltage generated across capaci tance 10 is the cone veloci ty v
obtained by integrating the displacement x, which corresponds with the
voltage across the elements in the second circuit (5 to 8). In the next
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slave-circuit 01.12) a current, proportional to the back e.m.f. U, is
generated if a voltage x is placed across the non-linear self-induction
(Bl,bl,2.b2) like in the previous paragraph:

U = (Bl+bl.x+b2.x z ).v

= (Bl+bl.x+b2.x Z ).x

(5.8)

The slave-network containing the twoport generates at it first port (14) a
voltage Y proportional to the time integral of v(le):

Y = le.i+ll.i.x+2.12.xz /2! (5.9)

so Z12 equals zero, just like Zlll, Z122, Zllll, Zll12, Zl121, Z1211 and
Zl222 whi Ie

Zll = le,

Zll2 = Zl21 = 11 and

Zl122 = Zl212 = Z1221 = 2.12. (5.10)

We see the twoport driven by loudspeaker current i at the first port and
cone-displacement x at the second. At the second port we find the mechan
ical driving force F generated with the twoport coefficients arising from

F = (Bl+bl.x+b2.xz).i

= Bl.i+bl.i .x+2.b2.i .xzI'2!

so the actual coefficients are:

Z21 = Bl, Z22 = 0,

Z211 = Z222 = 0, Z212 = Z221 = bl,

Z2111 = Z2112 = Z2121 = Z2211 = Z2222 = 0 and

(5.11)

Z2122 = Z2212 = Z2221 = 2.b2. (5.12)

Hote the two ports having subsequent numbers. This is obligatory in the
program.
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The next slaye circuit contains a non-linear resistance and generates a
voltage proportional to the spring-force Fk through:

(5.13)

Driving a unit value self-inductance with a current, that ha5 the value of
the integral Y of the loudspeaker self-inductance voltage v(le), should
result in the latter itself: this happens in the circuit of branches 19
and 20.
The last subcircuit generates the cone acceleration a from cone velocity v
through another differentiation: branch 21 and 22. This at last results
in a quantity, that is supposed to be proportional to the sound pressure
level (SPU, at least in the region where the loudspeaker cone still
behaves as a rigid piston.
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6.0 loudspeaker parameters

Of a batch of 12 loudspeakers of 8 inch diameter (Philips AD80603/W4),
using a 25 liter closed box, the on-axis frequency response and distortion
are measured. From these measurements it becomes clear that for low fre
quencies (up to about 200 Hz) all loudspeakers behave fairly similar. As a
first approximation we thus assume loudspeaker parameters to be equal for
the whole batch: some parameters are measured or checked using destructive
techniques. Using methods mostly taken from Beranek (1954), we measure or
derive Re, Rm and m together with le, Bl and k, these last three including
thei r dependency on excursi on x. As some of these elements are also
freqency dependent, some measurements are carried out at several frequen
cies (Re,le).

6.1 Electric parameters

The electric quantities Re and le are measured by fixing the diaphragm at
a known distance x and measuring phase and magnitude of the electric impe
dance Z. This fixing eliminates the back e.m.f. and is hard to achieve
perfectly. We therefore glue another cone in a fixed position and the fre
quency dependency is measured again. No significant difference (for equal
x) can then be observed. Via this Z we can calculate the inductance le and
resistance Re by Z=Re+j.omega.le, omega being angular frequency. Re is
also measured at DC: Re=3.2 Ohm. In table I Re and le are given for a few
frequencies and excursions: x=O means cone position at zero input. Meas
urements between 30 and 200 Hz prove impossible because the fixing still
tolerates (small) movements of the cone. The linear values, used in the
modelling, are le=I.5 mH and Re=3.5 Ohm. The 'measured' values of 11 and
12 are obtained using a least square curve fitting program, which fits
le+ll.x+12.x2 to all le vs. x data, regardless of frequency.

11 = -0.083 ~ 0.007 [H/m] and 12 = 3.3 + 0.9 [H/m 2 ]

6.2 loudspeaker-frame mechanical parameters

(6.1>

Beranek (1954, p. 230) states that the loudspeaker resonance frequency fO
can be found from:

(6.2)
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Table I. Some Re and le measurements vs. deflection and frequency.

x

-10

- 5

- 3

- 2

- 1

o

1

2

3

5

10

mm

30 Hz

Re le

3.43 3.31

3.40 2.87

3.39 2.61

3.36 2.41

3.39 2.21

3.35 2.13

3.34 1.83

3.35 1.64

3.32 1.45

3.33 1.14

3.30 0.78

Ohm mH

200 Hz

Re le

4.37 2.09

4.14 1.85

3.99 1.65

3.90 1.52

3.81 1.40

3.73 1.30

3.65 1.15

3.57 1.06

3.50 0.96

3.41 0.80

3.34 0.58

Ohm mH

300 Hz

Re le

4.88 1.83

4.53 1.66

4.33 1.51

4.16 1.39

4.05 1.30

3.91 1.20

3.811.03

3.72 0.96

3.62 0.89

3.49 0.76

3.36 0.57

Ohm mH

500Hz

Re le

5.79 1.54

5.38 1.42

5.11 1.31

4.89 1.22

4.69 1.13

4.49 1.06

4.12 0.88

4.12 0.90

3.94 0.83

3.67 0.72

3.41 0.54

Ohm mH

He also notes that by adding a known extra mass m1, one gets another reso
nance frequency f1, so, elimenating k, we get

(6.3)

As we predict in our model, described earlier, the acceleration of the
cone, we do have to measure that acceleration in order to be able of a cor
rect comparison of the both. For that reason one loudspeaker of the batch
is fitted with a Bruel and Kjaer accelerometer (type 8307): construction
al details in fig. 11.
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1. magnet
2. bottom plate
3. top plate
4. spider
5. cone
6. coil-former
7. added former
8. accelerometer

Fig. 11. Accelerometer mounting

This increases the total moving mass by about 2 grams. The actual moving
mass, including the accelerometer, measured by the aforementioned dynamic
method, appeares to be 19.1 . 10-3 [kg].
The same formula (6.2) can be appl i ed for the calculat i on of the
spring-constant k, again by adding an extra mass ml, measuring both reso
nance frequencies, but this time eliminating m instead of k. From this
method k appeares to be 1120 [H/m], if the loudspeaker frame is put in
open air.
Measuring non-linearities kl and k2 in the spring-constant or 'inverse
compliance' can only be performed statically. Fig. 12 gives a schematic
diagram of the experimental arrangement.

1. magnet
2. bottom plate
3. top plate
4. spider
5. cone
6. coil-former
7. rods
8. spring pressure

gauge

Fig. 12. Experimental setup for determining deviation
~ependency of a loudspeaker spring-constant.
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The loudspeaker is given a predetermined displacement x. the
is del i vered by a spr i ng-pressure gauge. The force vs.
relation showes some hysteresis. as shown in fig. 13.

counterforce
displacement

-0.5

x
(mm) 105o

0.5

(N) F

~

-5-10

Fig. 13. Deviation
spring-constant.

dependency of a loudspeaker

Curve fitting reveales the following values for k. kl and k2:

k = 574 ! 30 [H/m]

kl = 24000 + 2000 [H/m 2 ]

k2 = 3.2 • 10 6 t 0.6 . 10 6 [H/m 3 ] (6. it)

We observe here a discrepancy of a factor 2 between dynamically and stat
ically determined parameter k. This poses questions with regard to the
reliability of the measured values of kl and k2. questions which cannot be
answered until comparing actual acceleration measurements and model pred
ictions using these predetermined constants.
The electromagnetic coupling constant 81. which is the static magnetic
induction B times effective coillength 1. is obtained. together with its
two first excursion-dependent power-series coefficients bl and b2. in a
way similar to the static determination of k. A detached coil. on a for
mer. is placed at position x in the magnetic field and supplied with a
current of 1 [A] for positive x and with -1 [A]. if a negative displ~~e

ment is set. The counterforce again is supplied by the spring-p,es:~,re

gauge. The setup is given in fig. 14.
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1. magnet
2. bottom plate
3. top plate
4. co i 1
5. current source

+ 1 [AJ
6. coil-former
7. rods
8. spring pressure

gauge
9. bearing

Fig. 14. Setup for measuring forcefactor Bl

The forcefactor together wi th its excursi on dependent terms aga in are
determined through use of the least sqare method curve fitting program and
appear to be:

Bl = 5.05 ± 0.05 [H/AJ

b1 = -23 .± 8 [H/AmJ

b2 =-48000 ± 1000 (6.5)

We assume all loudspeaker coils at the maximum-field position in equilib
rium (x=O), i.e. without input signal. A deviation therefrom will mainly
result in a change in b1 (and a smaller change in Bl).

6.3 Box parameters

Apart from
exhibits a
box-spring.
ai r volume V

non-llnearities in the loudspeaker constants, a closed box
non-neglectable deviation from linear behaviour in the
This can be easily derived if we know the relation between

and pressure p of a certain air-mass of constant temperature:

P.vt = pO.VO~ = constant (6.6)

VO and pO are static values'l =1.4 (Beranek, 1954, p. 19>' We are looking
for the first derivative of air-spring force with respect to cone excur
sion, kbox=-dFb/dx by definition. Be S the effective moving cone surface,
which the loudspeaker manufacturer states as 200 cm 2 for the type we use,
then
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(6.7)

(6.8)

with V dynamic box volume and VO the box volume with loudspeaker at rest
(x=O, VO=25 liters). Combining (6.6 to 6.8) yields

kbox = S~'KCpO/VO){1-(1+1)(S/VO).x/l!+[(l+I)(r+2)(S/VO)~.x~]/2!+ •.. )

(6.9)

If we now substitute the box parameters, we find for the first three terms
of the series development of kbox to x:

kbox = 2270 [H/m]

klbox = -4357 [H/m~]

k2box = 5925 [H/m 3 ] (6.10)

The box and loudspeaker frame results can all be added term by term, tak
ing for the k of the frame the dynamically calculated value.

k =

kl =

3389 [H/m]

19500 [H/m~]

k2 = 3.22 • 10 6 [H/m 3 ] (6.11>

If we directly measure the linear part of the total spring-constant of box
with mounted loudspeaker by the dynamical method of the previous para
graph, we find k=3454 H/m - within 2 X. The static method thus seems to
deserve the suspicion we have already favoured it with.
lastly, the mechanical resistance Rm is determined from the mechanical
quality factor Qm of loudspeaker and box together by driving the loud
speaker with a constant AC current. We find a Qm of about 8.2, and-with

Qm = Rm"'1 • .r,i;':k

we fi nd Rm=l. 0 [kg/s].

(6.12)
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7.0 loudspeaker measurements

7.1 Frequency response

loudspeaker sound pressure level as a function of frequency for one and
two frequencies at a time is measured. The loudspeakers - 8 inch 'woofers'
of the batch mentioned in chapter 6 - are mounted in a 25 1. closed box.
Measurements are carried out in an anechoic chamber. All 12 loudspeakers
are measured, ma i nly for compad si ng purposes. Of two representat i ve
units we give both the one frequency input behaviour and the response for
a double frequency input - with (part) of their second and third order
distortion products (figs. 15 and 16>' Input voltages are 2 Volts RMS per
frequency, the loudspeakers being rated at 4 Ohm. The frequency responses
are given from 20 to 500 Hz to ensure that the complete frequency region,
where the cone acts like a rigid piston, is covered.

50,...-------------
dB

50

dB

freq. [Hz] 500100
OJ...-.....l._.r......oL.......l.......&....l"-l...l.u..._.....l._......l-............

20

30

10

40

freq. [Hz]500100

40

10

30

Fig. 15. Frequency response of two different woof
er-loudspeakers for one input frequency. d2 and d3 are the
2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion products (raised 20 dB>.
Arbitrarv vertical dB-scale.
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50

dB

50

dB

treq. [Hz] 500100

OL-......L........I......r.......I-~..... .l...-...lo--I

20

40

freq. [Hz] 500100
01.£......._1........J........................__......__..a-......_

20

10

Fig. 16. Frequency response of the two woofer-loudspeakers
for two input frequencies, fl fixed at 80 Hz. L: linear beha
viour for f2 (cf. fig. 15), im+2: response at fl+f2 as a
function of f2; im+3: response at 2.fl+f2 as a function of
f2. im+2 and im+3 are raised by 20 dB, vertical scale is
arbitrary.

Both loudspeakers, and with them the rest of the batch, show similar beha
viour: from nearly identical in the linear case to up to differences of
about 5 dB in the second order intermodulation product (fl+f2 or im+2).
There is, however, no deviation with regard to trends from one loudspeaker
to another in any of the measured output products.

7.2 Acceleration data

One loudspeaker from the batch is modified according to fig. II, and fit
ted with an accelerometer. This raises the total moving mass from 17.8 to
19.1 grams. There seems little reason to suppose other parameters to
undergo any change from the modification. Fig. 17 gives acceleration out
put vs. frequency in a way similar to figures 15 and 16.
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50

dB

40

10

20 100 freq. [Hz] 500 20 100 freq. [Hz] 500

Fig. 17. Measured acceleration output, including distortion.
Left: L is linear response, d2 2nd and d3 3rd harmonic dis
tortion. Right: Total output L (fl=80 Hz, varying f2), im+2:
fl+f2 output, im+3: 2.fl+f2 output. All distortion products
raised 20 dB. Arbitrary vertical scale.

Less fluctuations in the curves stress the fact, that we have eliminated
break-up and rim-effects and the like. The trends from the curves in the
previous section on the other hand have been preserved. It is thus shown
that for lower frequencies the loudspeaker response is mainly determined
by the cone acceleration, or, in other words, by the force relations on
which the model of chapter 3 is also based. It is these acceleration
data, which should be compared with the model predictions.
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8.0 Measurements versus model data

loudspeaker response, including distortion output, is usually measured in
effective (RMS) values of the observed quantity. This also is the case in
our measurements. The network program, in an attempt to follow practice
has been written according to this custom (Claasen et. aI, 1973a): sinu
soidal input in RMS results in RMS sinusoidal output values.
As the system-functions HI, H2, H3 can be looked upon as system outputs in
response to a complex-frequency input, divided by the number of permuta
tions at hand and since any cosine function can be written as the sum of
two such complex frequencies, it is possible to calculate system output in
RMS values, using these system-functions. A Pascal computer program
employing this paradigm is given in appendix D.
The RMS value of a cosine A.cos(omega.t) being A/~ , and

2.cos a = exp[j.a] + exp[-j.a] (8.1>

we find for instance for the im+3 or 2.fl+f2 RMS-output Y3(fl,fl,f2) of a
system with third order system-function H3(fl,f2,f3):

Y3(fl,fl,f2) = 3.2.H3(fl,fl,f2).(~.Egl/2)2.(~.Eg2/2)/V2 (8.2)

if Egl is the RMS-input at frequency fl and Eg2 the same at f2. The factor
three is the number of permutations found, each of which results in the
same output because of the symmetry in the system-functions with respect
to their arguments. The factors l2 'handle' the amplitude-to-RMS conver
sion, while the factors 2 relate exponential time functions to sinusoidal
ones. Hote, that in fact we only calculate the positive exponential part
in the output cosine of frequency 2.fl+f2 in (8.2). That this is neverthe
less correct follows from

(8.3)

where M denotes complex conjugate. This relation can be found in Butter
weck (1967> for H2 (i.e. i=2) and follows for all i directly from the
definitions of system-functions (3.8) to (3.10). The program, that calcu
lates the model output usi ng the system-funct ions of chapter 4, is
equipped with this RMS conversion, so both models outputs can directly be
compared.
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8.1 Harmonic distortion

First of all we test the model by substituting the loudspeaker parameters
we find in chapter 6. The rather disappointing results of this first run
are given in fig. 18. We here compare the measured linear behaviour and
harmonic distortion of an existing loudspeaker with the models' predic
tion of both linear and non-linear output.
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freq. [Hz] 500100
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20

10

30

50

dB

40

Fig. 18. Model predictions. using measured parameters (ch.
6), of linear and non-linear loudspeaker response (left) vs.
measured cone acceleration (right), l: linear response, d2:
2nd harmonic. d3: 3rd harmonic. Arbitrary vertical scale.

The drawing of the model output is based upon the program calculating sys
tem-functions. although first calculations are made with the network mod
el of chapter 5. The results from both programs, by the way. do never
differ by more than one tenth of a dB.
As we already suggest in chapter 6, the values for different excursion
dependent terms in the loudspeaker parameters have to be handled with some
care. Especially those ones, obtained by static methods: kl, k2, bl and
b2. But also 11 and 12 require some care when applied in the mod~~: dif
ferent determinations at different frequencies reveal values well out of
each others standard deviation ranges.
We therefore try to opti mi se the di splacement dependent terms wi t!> re,'rd
to the actual harmonic distortion.
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The 'linear' terms do not require any adjustment, which is clear from fig.
18.
The optimization, obtained through a rather awesome, 'handmade' curvefit
ting, is partly accomplished by first adjusting bl and kl in a current
driven version of the network model - the le influence is then essentially
switched off - and after that optimizing second order harmonic distortion
in the voltage driven case. Having roughly adjusted second order pro
ducts, the same procedure is followed for the third harmonic.
The system-function program together with a graphics display serve to make
some final adjustments, resulting in the curves of fig. 19.
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Fig. 19. Model predictions of linear and non-linear loud
speaker response (left) vs. measured cone acceleration
(right), after optimization. l: linear response, d2: 2nd
harmonic, d3: 3rd harmonic. Arbitrary vertical scale.

The optimised distortion parameter set used here is placed in table II,
together with the measured parameters from chapter 6.
Only in the case of bl and 12 do we fi nd di fferences of about one order of
magnitude or more. The k2, like kl of relatively, though non-neglectable,
influence on the distortion results, lies within a few percent of the mea
sured k2. Both kl and b2 differ by a factor two and 11 nearly takes the
value we measured for low frequencies (30 Hz) only, using the section 6.1
method: 11=-0.145 [H/m].
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Table II. Measured excursi on dependent parameters eCho 6) 'IS. values
resulting after optimization.

parameter measured optimization dimension
value result

b1 -23 -230 [H/Am]

b2 -48000 -1.0 . 105 [H/Am 2 ]

k1 24000 60000 [H/m 2 ]

k2 3.22 . 10 6 3.33 . 10 6 [H/m 3 ]

11 -0.083 -0.150 [H/m]

12 3.3 50.0 [H/m 2 ]
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8.2 Intermodulation distortion

Using the measured loudspeaker parameters (Chapter 6) in the model yields
the intermodulation products as shown in fig. 20. It is clear that also in
this case the model output and the measurements are quite different. How
ever if we use the optimised parameter set of the preceding chapter (Table
II, right column), the we obtain the results shown in fig. 21.
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Fig. 20. Model predictions, using measured parameters (ch.
6), of linear and non-linear loudspeaker response (left) vs.
measured cone acceleration (right), l: total linear
response, im+2: f1+f2 distortion, im+3: 2.fl+f2 distortion.
Arbitrary vertical scale.
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Fig. 21. Optimized model predictions of linear and
non-linear loudspeaker response (left) vs. measured cone
acceleration (right). l: total linear response, im+2: f1+f2
distortion. im+3: 2.fl+f2 distortion. Arbitrary vertical
scale.

Although no perfect coverage of calculated and measured curves is
obtained. the trends being equal reveal. that the optimization of the pre
ceding section was more or less sensible from the point of view of model
making. looking upon the intermodulation curves as a check after the
curve fitting of the previous paragraph. it is shown that this loudspeaker
model has indeed some promising aspects. This is even more important if
we realise that not only did we find the harmonic part of the non-linear
behaviour to obey the model predictions. but also. at least to a certain
extent, the intermodulation products.
Only with a presupposed dispersive character of the distortion causes. can
we expect to obtain an impression of the size of these non-zero-memory
non-linearities (cf. section 3.3).
An explanat i on with respect to the somet i mes large dev i at ions of the
optimised parameter set from the originally measured parameters cannot
directly be geven. Part of the effect may perhaps be found in the static
vs. dynamic situation. referred to in chapter 5 and part in possible other
distortion causes in the loudspeaker itself, which we did not implement in
the model. A different value for some of the model parameters might origi
nate from an attempt to compensate for the ignored distortion causes.
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9.0 Conclusion

loudspeaker non-linear response can. in an approximative way. be
described with a mathematical technique. that can be looked upon as some
kind of generalisation of the well-known laplace description of the linear
response.
This technique can. by the way. be used for any system relating two dif
ferent quantities in a nearly linear. time-invariant way without ambigui
ty or hysteresis. It also offers the advantage of an easy calculation of
the inverse functions and an approach for model synthesis. using ordinary.
linear filters combined with (memoryless) multipliers. These attractive
features can all be found in different places in the literature.
This is not the case. at least not in the cited references and other con
sulted papers. with the inverse distortion functions KI. K2. K3. A sys
tem. described by these functions and connected in series with the
original system (loudspeaker) leaves the linear behaviour unimpaired.
while at the same time distortion is cancelled.
Three important loudspeaker distortion causes. described by the first
three terms of thei r respecti ve seri es development towards cone excur
sion. are used in the calculations. together with the well-known linear
relations. Solution of the system-functions HI. H2 and H3 from the
obtained non-linear differential equation. substitution of the measured
loudspeaker parameters and an optimization process result in model data
that can be said to be in fair correspondence with the directly measured
cone acceleration. for both one and two sinusoidal input signals at a
time. Results from the model are obtained in two different ways. one by
means of a network simulation. the other through direct calculation of the
system functions. offering an extra verification of both arithmetics and
calculations.
Next step in the investigation might be a hardware implementation of the
inverse distortion system. providing simultaneously an additional check
on the model and a measure of the applicability of this approach with
regard to distortion reduction.
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11.0 Appendix A: glossary of symbols from equation C2.13)

Coefficients in the differential equation for the cone position vs. volt
age are

alpha=k.Re/BI

beta=CRe.Rm+k.le+BIZ)/BI

gamma=Cm.Re+le.Rm)/BI

delta=m.le/BI

a=-2.bl/BI

b=Ckl.Re.BI+bl.k.Re)/BIZ

c=Cbl.Re.Rm+2.11.k.BI+2.kl.le.BI+3.bl.BIZ~/BIZ

d=Cbl.m.Re+bl.le.Rm+ll.Rm.BI)/BI Z

e=Cbl.m.le+ll.m.BI)/BIZ

f=Cll.Rm.BI-bl.le.Rm)/BIZ

g=Cll.m.BI-bl.m.le)/BIZ

B=Ck2.Re.BI+b2.k.Re+bl.kl.Re)/BI Z

C=Cb2.Re.Rm-b2.k.le+3.12.k.BI+3.k2.le.BI+3.b2.BIZ+

+bl.ll.k+3.kl.ll.BI+bl.kl.le+3.bl Z.BI)/BIZ

D=Cb2.m.Re+b2.le.Rm+12.Rm.BI+bl.II.Rm)/BI Z

E=Cb2.m.le+12.m.BI+bl.ll.m)/BIZ 1)

F=C2.12.Rm.BI-2.b2.le.Rm)/BIZ

G=C2.12.m.BI-2.b2.m.le)/BIZ

The symmetries occurring in both coefficient and differential equations
might provide a clue for checking the correctness of model structure and
solution.

1) The E is a coefficient, the input voltage is denoted Eg throughout this
report.
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12.0 Appendix B: Derivation of the (3.14l property

From inverse Laplace transforms we find (writing pi forTfl

JCII
y(tl=(2.pi .jl -I I Hl(plX(p)exp[ptldp+

o

ja.
+(2.pi .jl",zl

o

je»
I H2(pl,p2lX(pllX(p2l.
o

.exp[(pl+p2ltldpl.dp2+

j CD j II) j e»
+(2.pi.jl·31 I I H3(pl,p2,p3lX(p1)X(p2lX(p3l.

o 0 0

.exp[(pl+p2+p3ltldpl.dp2.dp3

jeD
=(2.pi.jl-11 Hl(plX(plexp[ptldp+

o

jm JCD
+(2.pi.jl,zl I H2(p-s,slX(p-slX(slexp[(p-s+sltld(p-slds+

o 0

JOD jcp jcp

+(2.pi.jl ~I I I H3(p-s-q,s,qlX(p-s-qlX(slX(ql.
000

.exp[(p-S-q+s+qltld(p-s-qlds.dq
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In the last transition we have substituted pl:=p-s and p2:=s for the sec
ond order term and pl:=p-s-q, p2:=s and p3:=q for the third order term.
This then yields, after some rearranging

jaJ
y(t)=(2.pi.j)-11 Hl(p)X(p)exp[ptldp+

o

j~ j~

+(2. pi. j) -II exp[ptl {(2. pi. j) .11 H2(p-s, s)X(p-s)X( s)ds}dp+
o 0

j~ j~ j~

+(2.pLj)-11 exp[pt]{(2.pLj)-ZI I H3(p-s-q,S,q).
000

.X(p-s-q)X(s)X(q)ds.dq}dp

j~ j~

=(2. pi. j)- 1 I (HHp)X(p)+(2 .pi . j) -11 H2(p-s, s)X(p-s)X( s)ds+
o 0

j~ jeP

+(2.pi.j)-ZI I H3(p-s-q,S,q)X(p-s-q).
o 0

.X(p-S-q)X(s)X(q)ds.dq}exp(pt)dp

The term in between the { ••• } may now, by definition, be shaped in the
desired (3.12) form. Since integrals show the associative property, the
(3.14) proposition is immediately clear.
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13.0 Appendix C: Example of network program input and output

13.1 Input-file

The i nput-fi Ie for the network program has been integrally reproduced
here. Actual program text appears at the left part of the line. The right
part (lower case print) is added here as supporting comment. The output
request formatting has been modified slightly by the author, so any user
wishing to follow this specific approach is urged to ask for a copy of
this specific program version. The program name is TROP, the input-file
must be of 'type' DATA. Enquiries: Ir. A.J.M. Kaizer, Nat. Lab. WO 29,
tel. (7)43149.

BRANCHES:22;
NODES:12;
C.SOURCES:13;
A:l,2;
B:-2,3;
C:-3,4;
D:S,6,7,8;
E:9,10;
F:ll,12i
G:13,14i
H:1S,16i
1:17,18;
J:19,2D;
K:21,22i
"C.SOURCES"
VE2 ( 20 , -U ,
VE4(12,-1),
VJS(IS,U,
VJ8C18,-U,
VJ9(S,U,
VJll(10,U,
IJ13(3,1),
VJ16(lD,U,
VJI7CID,U,
VJ19(14,U,
VJ2H7,U,
"LIN. elEMENTS"
R3(3.S),
C6(19.089'-3),
R7Cl.O),
ClD(U,
L20(U,
L22(1),
"NON-LIN. ELEMENTS"
NL12(S.OS,-230,-2.0'S),

-network size, space before ':'
is neglected.

-any twoport adds 2 controlled sources.
-there are 12 nodes, of 11 (12-1) the
connecting branches have to be
given with their orientation, the
remaining one then is trivial.
the nodes are designated here by
letters, in fact the space before
':' is again neglected.
the comma is the 'in-line'
separator, the 'i' concludes a line.

-any text within" " is neglected.
-there are two kinds of sources:
E(voltage)-type and J(current)-type.
they can be controlled by a branch
voltage V or current I. the number
denotes the branch in which the
source is defined, the first
number within the brackets gives
the controlling branch number, the
second the multiplication factor.

-resistor, branch 3, value 3.S.
-capacity, branch 6, value times 10 3

-self-induction.

-non-linear selfinduction,
branch 12, Taylor coefficients
Ll = S.DS,



-SO-

l2 = -230 and
l3 = -2.0 • 10 5 • (cf. (S.3».

HTZ14(Zl=1.S'-3,0,S.OS,0,Z2=0,-0.lSO,-0.lSO,0,0,-230,-230,0,
Z3=0,0,0,+100.0,0,+100.0,+100.0,0,0,0,0,-2.0'S,0,-2.0'S,-2.0'S,0);

HRlS(34S4,1.2'S,2.0'7),

"SOURCE"
ElC-2.0,PU,
PlCSO);
ElC -2.0, P2) •
P2(20);
U
<Pl>MO{V22).
<P2>MO{V22),
<2P2>MO{V22),
<P1+P2>MO{V22) •
<3P2>MO{V22),
<2Pl+P2>MO{V22);
EX;
P2(SO);
U
<P2>MO{V22).
<2P2>MO{V22),
<P1+P2>MO {V22),
<3P2>MO{V22),
<2Pl+P2>MO{V22);
EX;
P2(100);
U
<P2>MO{V22),
<2P2>MO{V22),
<P1+P2>MO{V22) •
<3P2>MO{V22),
<2Pl+P2>MO{V22);
EX;
P2(200);
U
<P2>MO{V22),
<2P2>MO{V22),
<P1+P2>MO{V22).
<3P2>MO{V22),
<2Pl+P2>MO{V22);
EX;
STOP

-HTZ14 is the twoport defined
in accordance with (S.lO) and (S.12).
although all element definitions
are separated by comma's, for one
reason or another this statement
has to be concluded by a semicolon.

-non-linear resistor (cf. (S.13), with
Rl = k = 34S4,
R2 = 2.kl = 1.2 10 5 and
R3 = 6.k2 = 2.0 . 10 7 •

-source, -2 'Volt' RMS, frequency Pl.
-frequency PI = SO Hz (!).
-in series with the former El, but
with different frequency = 20 Hz.

-start output format listing.
-first: specify output frequency < .. >,

M: modulus of complex number.
0: specify output in dB's,
{ .. ) give branch voltage (or current)
to be calculated in RMS-units,
conclude last statement with ';'.

-start execution.
-change frequency P2 := SO Hz.
-start new output command.
-allowed also within { .. ):

{J20/El) or {W(2)*V12), with
W( .. ) : square root.

-last execute command must be followed
by STOP-command.
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13.2 output-file

The network program generates an output-file with the same name 8S the
input-file, but of type OUTPUT instead of DATA. The file, generated as a
response to the input-file of the previous section is given below, be it
that the first part of the output-file has been removed since that is only
a duplicate of the input-file. Also some empty lines have been skipped.

P2=+.20000'+02

U<PI>MD{V22},<P2>MD{V22},<2P2>MD{V22},<Pl+P2>MD{V22},<3P2>MD{V22},
<2Pl+P2>MD{V22}i
EXi
<Pl>MD{V22}=+.44910'+02
<P2>MD{V22}=+.22619'+02
<2P2>MD{V22}=+.65949'+Ol
<Pl+P2>MD{V22}=+.11113'+02
<3P2>MD{V22}=+.42651'+OO
<2Pl+P2>MD{V22}=+.42339'+Ol

P2=+.50000'+02

U<P2>MD{V22},<2P2>MD{V22},<Pl+P2>MD{V22},<3P2>MD{V22},<2Pl+P2>MD{V22}i
EX;
<P2>MD{V22}=+.38981'+02
<2P2>MD{V22}=+.16130'+02
<Pl+P2>MD{V22}=+.16988'+02
<3P2>MD{V22}=-.13632'+Ol
<2PI+P2>MD{V22}=+.15326'+Ol

P2=+.lOOOO'+03

U<P2>MD{V22},<2P2>MD{V22},<Pl+P2>MD{V22},<3P2>MD{V22},<2Pl+P2>MD{V22}i
EX;
<P2>MD{V22}=+.45699'+02
<2P2>MD{V22}=+.51614'+OO
<Pl+P2>MD{V22}=+.69931'+Ol
<3P2>MD{V22}=-.26665'+Ol
<2Pl+P2>MD{V22}=+.90650'+Ol

P2=+.20000'+03

U<P2>MD{V22},<2P2>MD{V22},<Pl+P2>MD{V22},<3P2>MD{V22},<2Pl+P2>MD{V22}i
EX;
<P2>MD{V22}=+.44339'+02
<2P2>MD{V22}=-.58101'+Ol
<Pl+P2>MD{V22}=+.10388'+02
<3P2>MD{V22}=-.21523'+02
<2Pl+P2>MD{V22}=+.63304'+Ol
STOP
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14.0 Appendix D: Model program based on system-functions

The following Pascal program calculates linear as well as second and third
order distortion products for an input signal consisting of two sinusoids:
one varying from 20 Hz to 500 Hz, the other fixed at 80 Hz.

PROGRAM IM_DISTCDATAFILE,INPUTFILE);
CONST PI =3.14159265359;

VAR alpha,beta,gamma,delta
a,b,c,d,e,f,g
AA,BB,CC,DD,EE,FF,GG
G1,GGl,G2,GG2,G3,GG3,G4,GG4,G5,GG5
Al,A2,Eg1,Eg2,H1,H2,H3
Ql,QQl,Q2,QQ2,Q4,QQ4,Q5,QQ5,Q7,QQ7
Zl,ZZl,Z2,ZZ2,Z3,ZZ3,Z4,ZZ4
p1,p2,p3
w1,w2,w3,w12,w13,w23,w123
m,Rm,k,k1,k2,Bl,bl,b2,Le,11,12,Re
N,NFREQ
DATAFILE,INPUTFILE

CM SUBROUTINES FOR COMPLEX ARITHMETICS M)

: REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL;
:REALi
:REALi
: REAL;
: REAL;
:INTEGER;
: TEXT;

PROCEDURE CSUMCA,B,C,D:REALiVAR U,V:REAL);
BEGIN
C* U+jV=CA+jB)+CC+jD) M)
U:=A+Ci
V:=B+D
ENDiCM end complex sum M)

PROCEDURE CPRODCA,B,C,D:REAL;VAR U,V:REAL);
BEGIN
c* U+jV=CA+jB)MCC+jD) M)
U:=A*C-B*D;
V:=A*D+B*C
ENDi c* end complex product M)

PROCEDURE CQUOTCA,8,C,D:REALiVAR U,V:REAL);
VAR NOEMER:REALi

BEGIN
C* U+jV=CA+jB)/C+jD) M)
NOEMER:=C*C+D*Di
U:=CA*C+B*D)/NOEMER;
V:=CB*C-A*D)/NOEMER
END; c* end of complex quotient M)

CM this procedure calculates dB's of modulus of complex Xl *)

PROCEDURE MOD_in_dBCXl,XX1:REAL;VAR Y:REAL);
VAR modulus,lnmodulus,ln10:REALi

BEGIN
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modulus:=SQRT(XlMXl+XXlMXXl);
lnmodulus:=ln(modulus);
lnlO:=ln(lO);
Y :=20Mlnmodulus/lnlO
END;(M end of MOD_in_dB M)

(M NEXT PROCEDURE CALCULATES LINEAR EXCURSION OF CONE M)

PROCEDURE ~one(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,p:REAL;VAR Ql,QQl:REAL);
VAR w,X2,XX2,X3,XX3,X4,XX4,Yl,YYl,Y2,YY2,Y3,YY3:REAL;

BEGIN
w:=2 MpiMp;
CPROD(0,w,0,w,X2,XX2);
CPROD(0,w,X2,XX2,X3,XX3);
CSUM(delta MX3,deltaMXX3,gamma MX2,gamma MXX2,Yl,YYl);
CSUM(0,beta Mw,alpha,0,Y2,YY2);
CSUM(Yl,YYl,Y2,YY2,Y3,YY3);
CQUOT(1,0,Y3,YY3,Ql,QQl)
END;(M end of ~oneM)

(M this procedure calculates quadratic cone excursion M)

PROCEDURE ~four( a,b,c,d,e,f,g
alpha, beta, gamma, delta
pl,p2

VAR Q4,QQ4
VAR wl,w2,w12 (M 'suffix' 12 means: 1+2 M)

Ql,QQl,Q2,QQ2,Q12,QQ12
Xl,XX2,X3,XX4,X5,XX6
Yl,YYl,Y2,YY2,Y3,YY3

BEGIN
wl:=2MpiMpl;
w2:=2MpiMp2;
w12:=wl+w2;
Xl :=2M(a Malpha+b);
XX2:=w12M(a Mbeta+c);
X3 :=-w12 Mw12M(a Mgamma+d);
XX4:=-w12 Mw12 Mw12M(a Mdelta+e);
X5 :=wl Mw2M(2M(a Mgamma+d)-f);
XX6:=w12MwlMw2M(3M(aMdelta+e)-g);
Yl :=Xl +X3 +X5;
YYl:=XX2+XX4+XX6;
~one(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,pl,Ql,QQl);

~one(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,p2,Q2,QQ2);

~one(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,pl+p2,Q12,QQ12);

CPROD(-Ql,-QQl,Q2,QQ2,Y2,YY2);
CPROD(Q12,QQ12,Yl,YYl,Y3,YY3);
CPRODCY2,YY2,Y3,YY3,Q4,QQ4)
END; (M end of ~four M)

:REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL);
:REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL;

(M this one calculates an approximated third order excursion M)
(M by applying only direct third order distortion causes b2,k2,12 M)

PROCEDURE ~seven( alpha,beta,gamma,delta
AA,BB,CC,DD,EE,FF,GG

:REAL;
:REAL;
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pl,p2,p3
VAR Q7,QQ7

VAR wl,w2,w3,wI2,wI3,w23
QI,QQI,Q2,QQ2,Q3,QQ3,QI23,QQI23,QIQ2Q3,QQIQ2Q3
XI,XXI,X2,XX2,X3,XX3,X4,XX4,XS,XXS,X6,XX6
X7,XX7,X8,XX8,X9,XX9,XIO,XXIO,XII,XXII,XI2,XXI2
AEgx2,AEgx2im,Bx3,Bx3im,Cx2x,Cx2xim,Dx2x,Dx2xim
Ex2x,Ex2xim,Fxx2,Fxx2im,Gxxx,Gxxxim

BEGIN
wl:=2*pi*pl;
w2:=2*pi*p2;
w3:=2*pi*p3;
wI2:=wl+w2;
wI3:=wl+w3;
w23:=w2+w3;
~oneCalpha,beta,gamma,delta,pl,QI,QQI);

~oneCalpha,beta,gamma,delta,p2,Q2,QQ2);

~oneCalpha,beta,gamma,delta,p3,Q3,QQ3);

q_oneCalpha,beta,gamma,delta,pl+p2+p3,QI23,QQI23);
CPRODCQI,QQI,Q2,QQ2,XI,XXI);
CPRODCQ3,QQ3,XI,XXI,QIQ2Q3,QQIQ2Q3);

CPRODCQI,QQI,Q2,QQ2,X2,XX2);
CPRODCQI,QQI,Q3,QQ3,X3,XX3);
CPRODCQ2,QQ2,Q3,QQ3,X4,XX4);
CSUM(X2,XX2,X3,XX3,X5,XXS);
CSUMCX4,XX4,XS,XX5,X6,XX6);
CPRODC2*AA,O.O,X6,XX6,AEgx2,AEgx2im);

CPROD(6*BB,O.O,QIQ2Q3,QQIQ2Q3,Bx3,Bx3im);

XX7:=2*CC*Cwl+w2+w3);
CPRODCO.O,XX7,QIQ2Q3,QQIQ2Q3,Cx2x,Cx2xim);

X8:=-2*DD*Cwl*wl+w2*w2+w3*w3);
CPROD(X8,O.O,QIQ2Q3,QQIQ2Q3,Dx2x,Dx2xim);

XX9:=-2*EE*Cwl*wl*wl+w2*w2*w2+w3*w3 Mw3);
CPRODCO.O,XX9,QIQ2Q3,QQIQ2Q3,Ex2x,Ex2xim);

XIO:=-FF*Cwl*w23+w2*wI3+w3*wI2);
CPRODCXIO,O.O,QIQ2Q3,QQIQ2Q3,Fxx2,Fxx2im);

XXII:=-GG*Cwl*wl*w23+w2*w2*wI3+w3*w3*wI2);
CPROD(O.O,XXII,QIQ2Q3,QQIQ2Q3,Gxxx,Gxxxim);

:REAL;
:REAL);
:REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL;
:REAL;

XI2:=AEgx2+Bx3+Cx2x+Dx2x+Ex2x+Fxx2+Gxxx;
XXI2:=AEgx2im+Bx3im+Cx2xim+Dx2xim+Ex2xim+Fxx2im+Gxxxim;
CPRODC-QI23,-QQI23,XI2,XXI2,Q7,QQ7);
EHD;C* end of q_seven *)

(* the following is supposed to exactly calculate cubic displacement M)
CM by adding mixing of first and second order products *)

PROCEDURE ~5even_superC alpha, beta, gamma, delta :REAL;
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a,b,c,d,e,f,g :REALi
AA,BB,CC,OO,EE,FF,GG :REALi
pl,p2,p3 :REALi

VAR Q7,QQ7 :REAL)i
VAR KU7,KUKU7,Yl,Y2,Y3 :REALi

aEgx, bx2, cxx, dxx, exx, fx2, gxx :REALi
aEgxim,bx2im,cxxim,dxxim,exxim,fx2im,gxxim :REALi
Ql,QQl,Q2,QQ2,Q3,QQ3,Q4,QQ4,Q5,QQ5,Q6,QQ6 :REALi
Q16,QQ16,Q25,QQ25,Q34,QQ34,Q123,QQ123 :REALi
Xl,XXl,X2,XX2,X3,XX3,X4,XX4,X5,XX5 :REALi
X6,XX6,X7,XX7,XS,XXS,X9,XX9 :REALi
XIO,XXIO,Xll,XXll,X12,XX12,X13,XX13,X14,XX14 :REALi
X15,XX15,X16,XX16,X17,XX17,XlS,XXlS,X19,XX19 :REALi
X20,XX20,X21,XX21,X22,XX22,X23,XX23,X24,XX24 :REALi
X25,XX25,X26,XX26,X27,XX27,X2S,XX2S,X29,XX29 :REALi
X30,XX30,X31,XX31,X32,XX32,X33,XX33,X34,XX34 :REALi
X35,XX35,X36,XX36 :REALi
wl,w2,w3,w12,w13,w23,w123 :REALi
BEGIN
wl:=2*pi*pli
w2:=2*pi*p2i
w3:=2*pi*p3;
w12:=wl+w2i
w13:=wl+w3i
w23:=w2+w3;
w123:=wl+w2+w3i
~one(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,pl,Ql,QQl)i

~one(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,p2,Q2,QQ2)i

~one(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,p3,Q3,QQ3)i

~one(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,(pl+p2+p3),Q123,QQ123)i

~fourCa,b,c,d,e,f,g,alpha,beta,gamma,delta,pl,p2,Q4,QQ4)i

~four(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,alpha,beta,gamma,delta,pl,p3,Q5,QQ5)i

q_four(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,alpha,beta,gamma,delta,p2,p3,Q6,QQ6)i
~seven(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,

AA,BB,CC,OO,EE,FF,GG,pl,p2,p3,KU7,KUKU7)i
CPROO(Ql,QQl,Q6,QQ6,Q16,QQ16)i
CPROO(Q2,QQ2,Q5,QQ5,Q25,QQ25)i
CPROOCQ3,QQ3,Q4,QQ4,Q34,QQ34)i

CSUMCQ4,QQ4,Q5,QQ5,Xl,XXl)i
CSUM(Q6,QQ6,Xl,XXl,aEgx,aEgxim)i
aEgx:=a*aEgxiaEgxim:=a*aEgximi

CSUMCQ16,QQ16,Q25,QQ25,X2,XX2);
CSUMCQ34,QQ34,X2,XX2,X3,XX3)i

(***** X3+j.XX3 = q16+q25+q34 *****)
CPROO(2*b,O.O,X3,XX3,bx2,bx2im)i

CPROOCO.O,w123,X3,XX3,X4,XX4);
CPROO(c,O.O,X4,XX4,cxx,cxxim)i

X5:=-Cwl*wl+w2*w2+w3*w3)i
CPROOCd*X5,O.O,X3,XX3,X6,XX6);
CPROO(-w2*w3,O.O,Q16,QQ16,X7,XX7)i
CPROO(-wl*w3,O.O,Q25,QQ25,XS,XXS)i
CPRODC-wl*w2,G.O,Q34,QQ34,X9,XX9)i
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CSUMCX7,XX7,X8,XX8,Xl0,XX10)i
CSUMCX9,XX9,Xl0,XX10,Xll,XXll)i
CPRODC2*d,O.O,Xll,XXll,X12,XX12)i
CSUMCX6,XX6,X12,XX12,dxx,dxxim)i

XX5:=-Cwl*wl*wl+w2*w2*w2+w3*w3*w3);
CPRODCX3,XX3,O.O,XX5,X13,XX13)i
CPRODCe,O.O,X13,XX13,X14,XX14);
CPRODCQ16,QQ16,O.O,-w2*w3*w23,X15,XX15);
CPRODCQ25,QQ25,O.O,-wl*w3*w13,X16,XX16)i
CPRODCQ34,QQ34,O.O,-wl*w2*w12,X17,XX17)i
CSUMCX15,XX15,X16,XX16,X18,XX18);
CSUMCX17,XX17,X18,XX18,X19,XX19)i
CPRODC3*e,O.O,X19,XX19,X20,XX20);
CSUMCX14,XX14,X20,XX20,exx,exxim)i

CPRODC-wl*w23,O.O,Q16,QQ16,X2l,XX2l);
CPRODC-w2*w13,O.O,Q25,QQ25,X22,XX22);
CPRODC-w3*w12,O.O,Q34,QQ34,X23,XX23);
CSUMCX2l,XX2l,X22,XX22,X24,XX24);
CSUMCX23,XX23,X24,XX24,X25,XX25)i
CPRODC2*f,O.O,X25,XX25,fx2,fx2im)i

XX26:=-wl*Cwl*w2+wl*w3+2*w2*w3+w2*w2+w3*w3);
CPRODCO.O,XX26,Q16,QQ16,X27,XX27);
XX28:=-w2*Cwl*w2+w2*w3+2*wl*w3+wl*wl+w3*w3)i
CPRODCO.O,XX28,Q25,QQ25,X29,XX29)i
XX30:=-w3*Cwl*w3+w2*w3+2*wl*w2+wl*wl+w2*w2);
CPRODCO.O,XX30,Q34,QQ34,X3l,XX3l)i
CSUMCX27,XX27,X29,XX29,X32,XX32)i
CSUMCX3l,XX3l,X32,XX32,X33,XX33);
CPRODCg,O.O,X33,XX33,gxx,gxxim)i

X35:=aEgx+bx2+cxx+dxx+exx+fx2+gXXi
XX35:=aEgxim+bx2im+cxxim+dxxim+exxim+fx2im+gxximi
CPRODC-Q123,-QQ123,X35,XX35,X36,XX36);
CSUMCX36,XX36,KU7,KUKU7,Q7,QQ7)i
ENDi C* of q_seven_super *)

C* calculating loudspeaker coefficients *)

:= k*Re/Bli
:= CRe*Rm+k*Le+BI*BI)/Bli
:= Cm*Re+Le*Rm)/BI;
:= m*Le/BI;
-2*bllBI i

Ckl*Re*BI+bl*k*Re)/CBI*Bl);
Cbl*Re*Rm+2*11*k*BI+2*kl*Le*BI+3*bl*BI*BI)/CBI*Bl)i
Cbl*m*Re+bl*Le*Rm+ll*Rm*BI)/CBI*BI);
Cbl*m*Le+ll*m*BI)/CBI*BI);

PROCEDURE

VAR Cl,C2
BEGIN
alpha
beta
gamma
delta
a : =
b : =
c .-.-
d :=
e : =

15P_coefC
VAR
VAR
VAR

m,Rm,k,kl,k2,BI,bl,b2,Le,11,12,Re
alpha, beta, gamma, delta
a,b,c,d,e,f,g
AA,BB,CC,DD,EE,FF,GG

:REALi
: REAL i

:REALi
: REAl);
:REALi
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f := (1IMRmMB1-blMleMRm)/(B1MB1);
9 := (1IMmMB1-blMmMle)/(B1MB1);
AA := -(2Mb2MB1+bIMbl)/(BIMB1);
BB := (k2MReMB1+b2MkMRe+bIMkIMRe)/(B1MB1);
CI := b2MReMRm-b2MkMle+3M12Mk*Bl+3*k2MleMB1+3Mb2MB1MB1;
C2 := bIM1IMk+3MkIM1IMB1+bIMkIMle+3MbIMbIMBli
CC := (CI+C2)/(B1MB1);
DO := (b2MmMRe+b2MleMRm+12MRmMB1+bIM1IMRm)/(B1MB1);
EE := (b2MmMle+12MmMB1+bIM1IMm)/(B1MB1);
FF := (2M12MRmMBl-2Mb2MleMRm)/(B1MB1);
GG := (2M12MmMBl-2Mb2MmMle)/(B1MB1)
END;(M end of lsp_coef M)

(M Main Program M)

BEGIN (M initialisation M)
TERMIN(INPUT);TERMOUT(OUTPUT);
REWRITE (DATAFIlE);
RESET (INPUTFIlE);
WRITElN(DATAFIlE,'INTERMODUlATION DISTORTION');
NFREQ:=49;
m :=19.089E-3;
Rm:=I.O;
k :=3454.0;
Bl:= 5.05;
le:= 1.5E-3;
Re:= 3.5;
READlN(INPUTFIlE,bl,kl,ll);
READLN(INPUTFILE,b2,k2,12);
WRITELN(DATAFILE,'BI=',bl:7:0,',KI=',kl:8:0,',ll=',11:8:3);
WRITELN(DATAFILE,'B2=',B2:7:0,',K2=',k2:8:0,',L2=',12:8:3).
WRITELN(DATAFILE,NFREQ);
WRITELH('bl=',bl:7:0,',kl=',kl:8:0,',11=',11:8:3);
WRITELN;
WRITELN('b2=',b2:7:0,',k2=',k2:8:0,',12=',12:8:3);
lsp_coef(m,Rm,k,kl,k2,Bl,bl,b2,Le,11,12,Re,

alpha,beta,gamma,delta,
a,b,c,d,e,f,g,
AA,BB,CC,DD,EE,FF,GG);

EgI:=2.0;
Eg2:=2.0;

(MMMM input voltages in Volts RMS
AI:=SQRT(2.0)MEgl/2.0;
A2:=SQRT(2.0)MEg2/2.0;

(MMMM MSQRT(2.0) from RMS to cosine
(MMMM /2.0 : from cosine to exponent

pl:=15.0;
p2:=80.0;
FOR H:=l TO HFREQ DO

BEGIN (M main program body M)
IF H <= 37 THEN pl:=pl+5.0 ELSE pl:=pl+25.0;
wl:=2MpiMpl;
w2:=2MpiMp2;
q_one(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,pl,QI,QQI);
~one(alpha,beta,gamma,delta,p2,Q2,QQ2);

CPROD(-wIMwl,0.0,QI,QQ1,GI,GGI);
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CMMMMM
CMMMMM
CMMMMM

CMMMMM
CMMMMM
CMMMMM

CPROOC-w2MW2,0.0,Q2,QQ2,G2,GG2);
CPROOCGl,GGl,Egl,0.0,G3,GG3);
CPROOCG2,GG2,Eg2,0.0,G4,GG4);
CSUMCG3,GG3,G4,GG4,G5,GG5);
MOO_in_dBCG5,GG5,Hl);
~fourCa,b,c,d,e,f,g,alpha,beta,gamma,delta,pl,p2,Q4,QQ4);

CPROOC-Cwl+w2)MCwl+w2),0.0,Q4/2.0,QQ4/2.0,Zl,ZZl);
/2.0 : • permutations MMMMM)

CPROO(Zl,ZZl,2.0M2.0MAIMA2/SQRTC2.0),0.0,Z2,ZZ2);
M2.0 • permutations MMMMM)
M2.0 ; from exponent to cosine MMMMM)

/SQRTC2.0) : from cosine back to RMS MMMMM)
MOO_in_dBCZ2,ZZ2,H2);
~seYen_superCalpha,beta,gamma,delta,

a,b,c,d,e,f,g,
AA,BB,CC,OO,EE,FF,GG,
pl,p2,p2,Q1,QQ1);

CPROOC-Cwl+2Mw2)MCwl+2 Mw2),O.0,Q1/6.0,QQ1/6.0,Z3,ZZ3);
/2.0 : • permutations MMMMM)

CPROOCZ3,ZZ3,2.0M3.0MAIMA2MA2/SQRTC2.0),O.0,Z4,ZZ4);
M2.0 from exponent to cosine MMMMM)
M3.0 : • permutations MMMMM)

/SQRTC2.0) : from cosine back to RMS MMMMM)
MOO_in_dB(Z4,ZZ4,H3);
Hl:=Hl-4.0;
H2:=H2+16.0;
H3:=H3+16.0;
WRITElNCOATAFIlE,pl:5:1,' ',Hl:5:1,' ',H2:5:1,' ',H3:5:1);
EHD;CM main body M)

END;
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